MUSEUM IN A MINUTE

ART LAB: FOUND POETRY

THE ARTIST VHILS OFTEN CREATES NEW THINGS THROUGH DESTROYING THE OLD. HE REGULARLY USES DISCARDED MATERIALS LIKE ADVERTISING POSTERS, ABANDONED DOORS, WALLS AND OLD BILLBOARDS. HE CREATES HIS WORK BY REMOVING MATERIAL FROM THE SURFACE THROUGH CARVING, UNCOVERING THE STORIES OF WHAT WAS LEFT BEHIND. CREATING THROUGH DESTRUCTION.

1 Look through the writing of old magazines + newspapers to find something that catches your eye.

2 Using pencils, pens or dark markers, slowly begin to cross out words to form a poem with what is left behind.

3 You can also cut out words and images and paste them together to create a poem.

4 Think of creative ways to add to your poems through drawings or unique displays.

SHARE WHAT YOU CREATE BY TAGGING @CINCYCAC